Overview

The **Modelithics COMPLETE Library** for Keysight ADS brings incredible flexibility and accuracy to electronic designs. Modelithics models are scalable, allowing design details, such as substrate and pad characteristics, to be specified and simulated. The Modelithics COMPLETE Library includes thousands of popular passive and active devices with modeling accuracy to deliver first-pass design success.

Library Features

The Modelithics COMPLETE Library for Keysight ADS offers an extensive selection of models, representing thousands of components. The installed models are fully integrated with Keysight ADS electronic design automation (EDA) software. Modelithics COMPLETE also features a substrate library containing measurement-based substrate parameters for many of the most commonly used substrates.

- **Measurement-based** — Each model is developed using specialized measurements under device-specific test conditions.
- **Scalability** — Part-value, substrate, pad-size and temperature scalability are incorporated into many models.
- **Model documentation** — Each model contains a model datasheet that lists recommended model validity parameters, measurement and test fixture details, and model-to-measurement data comparisons.
- **X-Parameter* models** — An alternative to compact non-linear equivalent circuit models for transistors that can speed up non-linear simulations and facilitate model portability between simulation platforms. They provide accurate non-linear model representations of complex integrated circuits for which equivalent circuit modeling is not practical.

Sub-Libraries of the Modelithics COMPLETE Library

- **CLR Library** — Capacitor, inductor and resistor **Microwave Global Models™**
- **mmWave & 5G Library** — All models validated to a minimum of 30 GHz, with some validated up to 125 GHz.
- **Small Parts Sub-Library** — A sub-library of the Modelithics CLR library of components with body sizes smaller than 0502, including 0402, 0201 and 01005.
- **Single-Vendor Sub-Library** — Includes all models for one selected vendor. Choose from the 65+ vendors within the COMPLETE Library.

Simulated S-parameters of a simple low-pass filter on three different substrates. Modelithics models account for substrate parasitics.

* "X-parameters" is a trademark of Keysight Technologies, Inc. The X-parameters format and underlying equations are open and documented. For more information, refer to X-parameters Open Documentation, Trademark Usage & Partnerships.